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Chapter 4 

Torn Universe 

The pillars of heaven tremble and are astonished at his reproof.  He divideth the sea with his power, 

and by his understanding he smiteth through the proud. 

Job 26:11-12 

The kingdom was virtually a ghost town.  Those that could not get off world-had locked themselves 

behind closed doors, waiting for the inevitable.  He was coming for them. 

They had made a life here, a good life.  They were the makers of their own future and they did what 

they wanted with their planet.  Why should they be subject to the will of the Creator?  After all, now they were 

their own creators.  They had proved they were worthy of this power.  The evidence existed all round them in 

the numerous hybrid animals and beings they had created with their technology or had enhanced.  He had no 

right to interfere. 

Out of the east, the whispered bass whistle hissed from the sky.  They knew what was coming and 

huddled together to comfort one another, resolved that their fate sealed.  The whistle turned to a roar and the 

sky on the horizon blossomed red as the planet’s oxygen caught fire.   

The ground jolted violently before a brilliant white light flashed and pulverized the planet. 

Rahab was no more.



In the Beginning… 

“In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth.  And the earth was without form, and 

void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep. And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of 

the waters.” Genesis 1:1-2 

Take a moment to consider what George H. Pember says about this passage, as it is 

pertinent to the next part of our study: 

According to our version, “the earth was without form, and void.” This, however, is not the sense 

of the Hebrew, but a glaring illustration of the influence of the chaos-legend. Fuerst gives “ruin,” 

or “desolation,” [tohu] as the proper meaning of the noun rendered “without form [bohu].” The 

second word signifies “emptiness,” then, “that which is empty”; so that in this case the authorized 

translation is admissible. Now these words are found together only in two other passages, in both 

of which they are clearly used to express the ruin caused by an outpouring of the wrath of God. 1 

He goes on to explain that the word “was” in this case is similar to the word “became,” 

which means that the scripture could actually read: 

“And the earth became desolate (ruin) and void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep.” 

Next he says,  

It is thus clear that the second verse of Genesis describes the earth as a ruin; but there is no hint 

of the time which elapsed between creation and this ruin…2 

 
1 George H. Pember, Earths Earliest Ages, (Crane, MO: Defender Publishing, 2012), p. 21-22. 
2 Ibid. 



Shiny Remnants 

Did a planet in our solar system get destroyed and its matter strewn across space?  Back 

here on earth, we see possible fingerprints of such an event – white, shiny fragments of metal 

called iridium (Ir).  Part of the platinum family, iridium is plentiful in meteors and comets, but is 

very rare on earth – with one exception. 

Most of the iridium on earth is found in the K-T boundary, a thin layer of sediment that 

marks the geologic point in earth’s history between the Cretaceous and Tertiary periods.  Modern 

geology dates this period to approximately 65.5 million years ago.  This is also the time period that 

experts say the dinosaurs went extinct because of a massive asteroid strike, specifically the strike at 

the Chicxulub Crater off the coast of Mexico’s Yucatan Peninsula.   

It is thought that this asteroid impact is what disbursed the layer of iridium across the 

planet.  However, the amount of iridium in the K-T layer is too substantial to have come from only 

one asteroid strike.  Could it be that the K-T layer event was actually the result of multiple strikes 

all at the same time, or in a relatively short time, thereby dispersing iridium throughout the planet?  

If so, what was the source of all of those asteroids and comets hurling themselves at a young earth?  

Is there evidence of an asteroid bombardment on earth or elsewhere? 

The moon is tidally locked to earth so one side continually faces the blue planet while the 

other side is exposed to space.  By studying the craters on the moon, scientists believe that the 

earth has been struck by at least sixty large meteors or comets three miles wide or more over the 

last six-hundred million years.  Yet, there is no evidence of these strikes in the geological record 

other than the K-T boundary.  Why? 



Viewing the moon earth’s vantage point, we see some evidence of asteroid strikes but the 

satellite is relatively smooth.  Yet when the moon is observed from the far side, it looks terribly 

scarred and pocked marked.  If we are to assume that the earth has received that kind of 

punishment from celestial strikes, then perhaps barrages of large asteroids or comets have hit the 

earth numerous times.  While it is true that earth has an atmosphere to protect it, judging by some 

of the larger depressions on the moon, it is reasonable to suppose that many larger strikes had 

penetrated the earth’s atmosphere. 

Consider this: what if the massive known strikes to have happened in Free State, South 

Africa; Ontario, Canada; Siberia, Russia; and in South Australia, just to name a few, all occurred 

at the same time that the Chicxulub event occurred?  This heavy bombardment would not only 

have killed the dinosaurs, but utterly destroyed the planet.  And what if the timeframe given to 

such an event was far overestimated by science?  What if the event occurred thousands of years ago 

and not millions? 

Scientific Dating Methods 

No doubt some readers might vehemently disagree with the last statement, but let’s take a 

deeper look at scientific dating methods.  While we do, keep in mind that a scientific theory is 

simply an educated guess.  Theories, scientific or otherwise, are guesses until they are proven and 

only then they become fact.  Unsubstantiated speculation - like the Oort Cloud theory - can be 

presented by anyone.  Just because science adopts a theory and promotes it as fact, doesn’t make it 

true.  Such is the case with scientific dating methods, as the following examples illustrate:      



• The Geologic Table - In his excellent paper “Ten Misconceptions about the 

Geologic Column”, Dr. Steven A. Austin points out, 

Before radiometric dating was devised, uniformitarian geologists postulated "periods" of millions of 

years duration to slowly deposit the strata systems. A single sedimentary lamina, or bed, was 

supposed by uniformitarian geologists to represent typically a year or many years duration. It was 

concluded, therefore, that multiplied thousands of laminae and beds superimposed required 

millions of years. Recently, however, geologists have discovered that laminae and beds form 

quickly on floodplains of rivers during floods, in shallow marine areas during storms, and in deep 

water by turbidity currents. The evidence of rapid sedimentation is now so easily recognized that 

geologists observing a strata system these days often ask where to insert the "missing time" of which 

the strata do not show sedimentary evidence. Catastrophism, quite naturally, is making a come-

back. There is good reason to believe that entire strata systems, and even groups of systems, were 

accumulated in a hydraulic cataclysm matching the description of Noah's Flood in the Bible. 3 

The timing of the geologic table was simply a guess.  The process of setting a geologic 

timeline involves so many unverifiable factors that it reduces the supposed dates of millions of 

years of sedimentary time to simple guess work at best!  

• Radiometric Dating - It is assumed that this scientific method in particular is 

nearly foolproof.  However, as Tas Walker of Creation Ministries International 

points out: 

 
3 Steven A. Austin, Ph.D., “Ten Misconceptions about the Geologic Column”, Institute for Creation Research, 
http://www.icr.org/article/ten-misconceptions-about-geologic-column, (1984) 



It may be surprising to learn that evolutionary geologists themselves will not accept a radiometric 

date unless they think it is correct—i.e. it matches what they already believe on other grounds. It is 

one thing to calculate a date. It is another thing to understand what it means. 4 

Radiometric Dating is only a tool.  As with all other tools, the results it gives are subject to 

the biases of the one who is using it, i.e. garbage in, garbage out. 

As much as we would like to think that science has all the answers, it certainly does not.  

Therefore, one must use a preponderance of empirical evidence to come to educated conclusions 

even if those conclusions seem outlandish to the modern scientific mind.  

In addition, could a Pre-Adamic earth have had another means of destruction?  There are 

ancient texts that allude to this as well. 

Before the Darkness… 

This excerpt below is from the ancient writing of the Mahabharata which describes what 

many experts theorize could have been some kind of nuclear advance toward a prehistoric people.  

The Mahabharata is one of many ancient writings of this type that has been estimated to have 

existed as early as 400 BC  Along with tales of ancient war and lore of fallen kingdoms, many of 

their current philosophical and devotional principles have derived from this work as well.  The 

Mahabharata speaks of ancient flying machines, called Vimanas, that have the power to hurl 

projectiles at the earth, whose destruction lasts far beyond the initial blast.  

…a single projectile 

 
4 Tas Walker, “The way it really is: little-known facts about radiometric dating”, Creation.com, 
http://creation.com/the-way-it-really-is-little-known-facts-about-radiometric-dating, (2013) 



Charged with all the power of the Universe. 

An incandescent column of smoke and flame 

As bright as the thousand suns 

Rose in all its splendor… 

…it was an unknown weapon,  

An iron thunderbolt,  

A gigantic messenger of death, 

Which reduced to ashes 

The entire race of Vrishnis and the Andhakas. 

…The corpses were so burned  

As to be recognizable. 

The hair and nails fell out; 

Pottery broke without apparent cause, 

And the birds turned white. 

After a few hours 

All foodstuffs were infected… 

…to escape from this fire 

The soldiers threw themselves in streams 



To wash themselves and their equipment. 5 

The Knowledge Humans Were not Supposed to Receive 

Among the other taboo subjects that man was not supposed to learn, historical documents 

show that the information given about the Vimana was actually quite mechanical and technical.  

These interplanetary machines were described in many ancient texts, such as Yajurveda, 

Mahabharata, Ramayana, Rigweda, Samarangana Sutradhara, in much detail.  While we have yet 

to recover remains of one of these crafts, they were said to have been capable of traveling across air, 

ground, sea, and even through space.  

The Samarangana Sutradhara actually goes on for 230 stanzas explaining how to construct 

one of these machines, listing which materials to use, and what installations are preferable for 

issues like avoiding fires or absorbing light and heat.  It cites materials such as mercury as part of 

the main power source.  The Samarangana Sutradhara is an operator's manual as well, explaining 

how to start the machine, and what to do in an emergency, such as a collision with a bird while in 

flight, or how to handle a malfunction and land safely. 

The information available is stunning; there are are directions on there are directions on 

disguising a ship as if in a cloud, making people in enemy planes lose consciousness, making ships 

become invisible, and tracking other aircraft in the sky.  It tells which clothing pilots should wear, 

and how to purify the metals used in its construction.  The list goes on and on. 

 
5 Philip Coppens, “Ancient Atomic Wars: Best Evidence?”, Bibliotecapleyades Online, 
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ancientatomicwar/esp_ancient_atomic_07.htm, (January 2005). 



Vimanas were able to move in any direction, including diagonal, and could be used for 

moving people from place to place or engaging in warfare.  In a similar ancient writing, the 

Samarangana Sutradhara, a Vimana is described as below:  

Strong and durable must the body of the Vimana be made, like a great flying bird of light 

material. Inside one must put the mercury engine with its iron heating apparatus underneath. By 

means of the power latent in the mercury which sets the driving whirlwind in motion, a man 

sitting inside may travel a great distance in the sky. The movements of the Vimana are such that 

it can vertically ascend, vertically descend, move slanting forwards or backward. With the help of 

the machines, human beings can fly in the air, and heavenly beings can come down to earth. 6 

So not only were these vehicles presumably used to transport people, they were also 

bringing “heavenly beings down to earth.”  Since the Fallen Angels at this point were using 

interplanetary locations as a means for their dwelling places, this alludes to endless speculation on 

how much interaction people were regularly having with Fallen Angels. 

It is also said in the Law of the Babylonians: 

The privilege of operating a flying machine is great. The knowledge of flight is among the most 

ancient of our inheritances. A gift from ‘those from upon high’. We received it from them as a 

means of saving many lives…7 

Ironically, all knowledge imparted is constantly reported to be for the betterment of 

mankind, or as above, to save lives, but as shown in Enoch 8:12 below, the first skills listed of what 

was imparted seem to be preparing man for warfare. 

 
6 “What Powered the Vimana, the 6,000-year-old Flying Machines of Ancient India?” Ancient Code Online, 
http://www.ancient-code.com/powered-vimana-6000-year-old-flying-machines-ancient-india/, (May 2016). 
7 Ibid. 



…taught men to make swords, and knives, and shields, and breastplates, and made known to 

them the metals of the earth and the art of working them, and bracelets, and ornaments, and the 

use of antimony, and the beautifying of the eyelids, and all kinds of costly stones, and all 

colouring tinctures. And there arose much godlessness, and they committed fornication, and they 

were led astray, and became corrupt in all their ways…[one fallen angel] taught enchantments, 

and root-cuttings… [another fallen angel taught] the resolving of enchantments…astrology…the 

constellations…the knowledge of clouds…the signs of the earth…the signs of the sun…the course of 

the moon…  

As it stood, a Vimana was nothing to trifle with.  It was an ancient machine of mass 

destruction.  Its travel was charted using words that our modern science can liken to our current 

measurement of light years.  It was capable of bringing swift destruction as shown below in the 

passage from the Mahabharata: 

The earth shook, scorched by the terrible heat of this weapon. Elephants burst into flames and ran 

to and fro in a frenzy, seeking a protection from terror. Over a vast area other animals crumpled 

to the ground and died. The waters boiled, and the creatures residing therein also died. From all 

points of the compass arrows of the flame rained continuously. 8 

In fact, many scientists believe that our present day deserts are actually the remnants of this 

warfare.  Dr. J Robert Oppenheimer himself is rumored to have believed that his atomic bomb was 

not the first the world had seen.  This matter has been the subject of many heated debates, but 

consider these commentaries along with the following from the Ramayana: 

 
8 Monty Aldone, “Evidence for Ancient Nuclear War on earth,” Apparently Apparel News Online, 
http://www.apparentlyapparel.com/news/evidence-for-ancient-nuclear-war-on-earth, (March 28, 2014). 



It was a weapon so powerful that it could destroy the earth in an instant. A great soaring sound 

in smoke and flames And on its sits death…9 

Countless other ancient writings refer to cataclysmic or disastrous events, wherein the sky 

rains fire, and the earth suffers a colossal amount of damage.  Remember the description of the 

destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah.  

A recent article regarding the warfare described in the Mahabharata pointed out: 

Sanskrit scholars could not comprehend what was being described in the Epics until the dropping 

of the first atomic bombs on Japan…10 

And then later goes on to state,  

…the Gods were using weapons of high destructive power similar to that of nuclear power. 

However, it must be noted that the ancient weapons did not utilize the same earthly materials as 

its contents. 11 

The Chakra Mantra 

The author of an ancient text in the Mahabharata tells that knowledge was revealed to him, 

but says specifically that this knowledge must only be used for the good of mankind.  He then 

discloses that unto him has been given mantras and key-words that, when used, would summon 

energy forms and physical weapons that could be commanded and directed: they could be 

propelled, stopped, or even prevented before causing destruction, only by knowing the proper 

 
9 Ibid. 
10 Ahmad, edited by James Hartman, “Ancient Weapons of Mass Destruction & The Mahabharata,” World 
mysteries Blog Onlinehttp://blog.world-mysteries.com/science/ancient-weapons-of-mass-destruction-and-the-
mahabharata/, (June 30, 2011). 
11 Ibid. 



mantras for circumventing the attack.  These weapons could not be built using indigenous 

materials to earth.  Their only means of creation or avoidance was by using the summoning words.  

On an interesting side-note: recall in Enoch above, how one fallen angel was the teacher of 

“enchantments,” and one taught “the resolving of enchantments.”  It indicates that from the 

beginning, these forces, giving these skills to man, “for the betterment of mankind,” were actually 

creating strife and confusion. 

According to the author of this antique document, when the appropriate mantra was 

chanted, immense heat waves would begin to form high in the sky, creating a thick, dense layer of 

heat near the earth’s atmosphere.  These rays would continue to build until they burst, 

plummeting down to the earth below, creating what looked like a huge explosion at ground level.  

Consequently, in order to stop the attack, one must only utter the correct words for the 

imminently looming cloud creation to simply disperse. 

There are nay-sayers today who doubt that a Vimana would have been capable of flying. 

But if the Chakra mantra is any indicator of the types of power they had access to just by emitting 

mere words, then the power of levitation associated with these vehicles was most undoubtedly 

more than just simple mechanics. 

This writing also explains that elemental events such as drought, thunder, tsunamis, 

hurricanes, and other natural disasters were the act of punishments by the gods.  War, over-

population and famine were by-products of this penalty. 



Science Fiction or Non-fiction? 

It may seem like all of this is science fiction until one begins to look at the indication left 

on earth of these long-ago events.  It’s easy to dismiss ancient writings such as these with a wave of 

one’s hand in the absence of other confirmation, but once evidence is presented to back the 

concept of ancient nuclear war, it becomes harder to ignore. 

The mysterious necklace found in King Tut’s Tomb baffled Italian mineralogist Vincenzo 

de Michele in 1966.  He had it tested, presumably expecting it to be some sort of mineral or stone. 

Instead it was glass derived from an enigmatic source.  Similar glass was found intermingled with 

sand in the Sahara Desert, but that still didn’t explain the origin of the actual glass itself.  After 

much testing, Austrian astrochemist Christian Koeberl said that the material had been created at 

temperatures so high that it could only have been formed by a meteor colliding with the earth, 

except there was no evidence of impact.  Mysteriously, when the first atomic bomb (that is to say, of 

this age…) was tested in 1945 in New Mexico, it left a thin layer of similar glass across the desert 

sand.  Of this, Netscape editors said, 

But the area of glass in the Egyptian desert is vastly bigger…Whatever happened in Egypt must 

have been more powerful than an atomic bomb. 12 

And the stone in Tut’s necklace is a souvenir of that explosion. 

This type of glass is found throughout various deserts in the world and are known as “Seas 

of Glass.”  It is formed through intense heat, fusing the sand into glass.  A meteor seems the most 

feasible explanation, until one considers the lack of impact evidence on these places of the earth.  

 
12 Netscape Editors, “King Tut’s Necklace: Astonishing Mystery,” Netscape News Online, 
http://channels.isp.netscape.com/whatsnew/package.jsp?name=fte/necklace/necklace&floc=wn-nx, (2016) 



But even more fascinating, the moon has at least one sea of glass on it as well.  The moon 

is covered in scars and craters, indicative of explosions either at or near its surface.  It also shows 

stress fracturing at its surface, creating what appear to be mountain ranges similar to earth’s, which 

also show that the moon has undergone trauma, probably near the same time that earth saw hers.  

In Rajasthan, India, a new living community was built over a three-square-mile area.  As 

people settled there, cancers and birth defects started showing up.  They had no option but to 

vacate.  The government restricted access to the area and discovered inexplicable high radiation 

levels in a circular shape over the ground, with no point of impact.  This pattern is characteristic of 

air-burst nuclear discharge. 

What they found at nearby Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro really blew their minds. Under the 

earth was evidence of what appeared to be a nuclear blast, dating back between 8,000 and 12,000 

years, which apparently destroyed a prehistoric city and killed a half a million people.  Skeletons 

were aged thousands of years because of radiation levels fifty times higher than any possible natural 

explanation could have yielded.  These were found lying in the street, many holding hands, as if 

they were trying to escape a very sudden doom.  There was, however, no sign of actual violence 

regarding their deaths. 13 

After attempting to translate the etchings within what he suspected were their temples, 

archaeologist Francis Taylor noted that the people probably prayed to their gods to be spared from 

the coming destruction.  He then said,  

 
13 Philip Coppens, “Ancient Atomic Wars: Best Evidence?” Bibliotecapleyades Online, 
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ancientatomicwar/esp_ancient_atomic_07.htm, (January 2005). 



It’s so mind-boggling to imagine that some civilization had nuclear technology before we did. The 

radioactive ash adds credibility to the ancient Indian records that describe atomic warfare. 14 

They have also found what scientists are calling black stones, pottery fragments bonded 

together, seemingly by extraordinarily intense heat. 

The evidence for such activity is world-wide.  The K-T Boundary, includes a layer of ash 

and clay that covers the earth, on each and every continent deep beneath the surface; 

And within this ash and clay are a preponderance of…tektites, shocked quartz, and/or glassy 

gobules of fused sand/dirt, the kind of which are produced by the intense heat of either a meteor 

strike, or a nuclear detonation…and many of them are slightly radioactive still…15 

This deep layer also contains a large amount of iridium, something that is often found in 

meteorites, but is extremely scarce on our planet.  It can be used in nuclear reactors and can be 

produced as a byproduct in nuclear explosions, but is so extremely rare within the earth as to be 

unavailable.  So how did earth get a substantial layer of it, world-wide, that far beneath the surface? 

There are two possible answers to this question.  The first is ventured by Frederick Soddy, a 

former Professor of Chemistry, physicist, author and expert in radioactive elements, matter and 

energy.  On this matter he stated:  

16I believe that there have been civilizations in the past that were familiar with atomic energy, 

and that by misusing it they were totally destroyed. 

Beyond this, the mysteries surrounding this topic go much further than the earth.  

 
14 Bryant Stavely, “Ancient City Found In India Irradiated By Nuclear Blast 8,000 Years Ago…” Rense Online; 
excerpted from the World Island Review, http://www.rense.com/general3/8000.htm, (January, 1992). 
15 Ibid. 
16 Ibid. 



Filling in the Wholes 

Bode’s Law is a hypothesis that states that the bodies in some orbital systems, including the 

sun's, orbit at semi-major axes in a function of planetary sequence. The formula suggests that, 

extending outward, each planet would be approximately twice as far from the sun as the previous 

planet.  The equation applies to our own solar system nearly perfectly and helped locate Uranus 

and the planetoid Ceres.  However, there is one place in this planetary system where the equation 

should work, but doesn’t.  Maybe… 

  According to Bode, there should be a planet in between Mars and Jupiter.  Instead, what 

we find is an asteroid debris field dubbed the Asteroid Belt which runs approximately 500 miles 

across, its girth clustered with planetismal-sized chucks, its culminations diminishing down to fine 

dust.  Scientists say that these loose pieces of space rock are the precursors to a planet that was 

never fully formed in the early development of the solar system.  These big brains say that the 

gravitational pull from Jupiter so greatly hindered this would-be planet, that rather than coming 

together in celestial evolution, the pieces just hung back and scattered in this tight area. 

However, if you were to gather all the asteroids together from the belt and glue them into a 

ball, it would be smaller than the size of our own moon.  Not very planetary!  And if you consider 

that the Asteroid Belt is one-half the distance from the sun to Jupiter and the sun has a 1000 times 

stronger gravitational pull than Jupiter, which has significant gravity, since Jupiter is closer to 

Saturn, shouldn’t Saturn be the planet that didn’t develop?  Yet, like so many unproven scientific 

theories that become like religious dogma, this idea about the lack of a developed planet in this 

area persists.   



Proof of a destroyed planet is everywhere throughout our solar system, from the variable 

degrees that planets’ axis angle at, to scarring on the surfaces of celestial bodies, and even the rings 

on planets. It is manifest in the fact that astral bodies showing signs of ancient vegetation and 

civilization are now deserted and incapable of habitation. Further evidence in our solar system can 

be found with comets, as CK Quarterman illustrates below: 

Comets provide the most convincing argument in favor of a destroyed planet. Comets cannot date 

back to the beginning of the solar system because they consist of evolved matter such as water 

which cannot form in the void of space. Water can only form on the surface of a planet with an 

atmosphere. 17 

The aptly-named Rahab, which meant “boaster, or pride” was the home of Satan and the 

Fallen Angels and known to be the “stone of fire.” Remember that the Vimanas were said to bring 

the heavenly beings down to earth. These interplanetary vehicles surely played a large role in the 

Fallen Angels’ interaction with mankind, and since Rahab was a planet probably able to sustain 

life, people may have been taken up to the planet as well. Since the ruins of the planet show that it 

had a high content of diamond and ore, it’s possible humans were even enslaved and forced to 

labor on it. 

We live in a solar system that should have ten planets. Rahab was planet number five, 

which should be between Mars and Jupiter. The asteroid belt is all that is left of this destroyed 

world. 

 
17 CK Quarterman, “Scientists Find Evidence of Home of Fallen Angels,” http://www.fallenangels-
ckquarterman.com/scientists-find-evidence-of-rahab-lucifers-home-planet/, (November 11, 2011). 



If you think these statements are purely myths developed in this author’s mind, let us take 

a look at another “scientific” myth that, with much less evidence, is considered fact. 

The Oort Cloud is a hypothetical extended shell of icy objects that is speculated to exist in 

the outermost reaches of the solar system.  It’s named after a Dutch astronomer named Jan Oort, 

who first theorized its existence in 1950.  According to the scientist the Oort Cloud is roughly 

spherical and most of the long-period comets in our solar system have originated from this area. 

But here’s the problem: even with the Hubble Telescope, the planetoid Pluto is only a fuzzy 

blob.  The Cloud supposedly exists at 50,000 Astronomical Units (AU) away and has never been 

seen and not one shred of physical evidence has been obtained as to its existence.  Yet, this myth is 

declared as fact in mainstream astronomy.    

Comets in our solar system originate here?  Let’s test this idea.  Comets were thought to be 

dirty balls of ice that, as they got closer to the sun, began to melt.  This melting is what caused the 

tail of the comets to brighten while in close proximity to sun according astronomers. 

However, on July 4, 2005 an impact probe from the Deep Impact mission was launched 

from the spacecraft in order to hurl itself into comet Tempel 1.  Although the comet did have ice 

on it, it was primarily made up of silicates, clay, carbonates, iron-bearing compounds, aromatic 

hydrocarbons and high concentrations of iridium.  Keep this last item in mind as we go forward. 

When the probe smashed into the comet, it generated a huge flare that caught the 

scientists off guard.  It is surmised that this was an electrical reaction to the compounds, 

particularly the iridium, which caused the flare.  Therefore, one has to ask, could these bodies be 

electrical, or electro-magnetic, pieces of space rock and did they inherit these properties from 



somewhere else?  This exercise has also taught science to think differently about what causes the 

tail of a comet to light up like as it goes around the sun.  

As mentioned earlier, meteors also have high concentrations of iridium and appear to have 

electro-magnetic properties.  Could it be that both comets and meteors within our solar system 

originated from the same place?  Could it be that that place is not from some fictitious Oort Cloud 

on the edge of the solar system, but is someplace much closer to home?  Could it be that the 

inertia that propelled these comets into high-angled hyperbolic orbits was from an extreme 

collision that decimated a planet that, according to Bode’s Law, should be between Mars and 

Jupiter?  Could it be that the asteroids and dust that remain in the Asteroid Belt are the leftovers 

of this violent collision that pulverized a shiny iridium-based planet?  Is there physical evidence in 

the solar system to suggest that such a collision took place?  Finally, was that planet inhabited and, 

for our purposes, was it destroyed for a reason?  Like – rebellious Angels? 

Rahab 

Here is the second answer as to how the earth got a substantial world-wide layer of iridium 

beneath its surface might also be found in the Bible itself.  First we must look at what the Heavy 

Bombardment Period was and what were the results.  According to the BBC: 

The Late Heavy Bombardment (abbreviated LHB and also known as the lunar cataclysm) is an 

event thought to have occurred approximately 4.1 to 3.8 billion years (Ga) ago, at a time 

corresponding to the Neohadean and Eoarchean eras on earth. During this interval, a 

disproportionately large number of asteroids are theorized to have collided with the early terrestrial 

planets in the inner Solar System, including Mercury, Venus, earth, and Mars. The LHB 



happened after the earth and other rocky planets had formed and accreted most of their mass, but 

still quite early in earth's history. 

Evidence for the LHB derives from lunar samples brought back by the Apollo astronauts. Isotopic 

dating of moon rocks implies that most impact melts occurred in a rather narrow interval of time. 

Several hypotheses attempt to explain the apparent spike in the flux of impactors (i.e. asteroids 

and comets) in the inner Solar System, but no consensus yet exists. 18 

There is ample evidence to suggest that it was this cosmic rock storm that deposited 

iridium throughout the planet.   Therefore, for the sake of discussion, let’s assume that it was these 

multiple asteroid impacts, all at the same time, that deposited the iridium in the K-T layer.  If we 

do, then it appears likely that the source of those impacts can be tied directly to something called 

Rahab as read in Job 26:11-12: 

The pillars of heaven tremble and are astonished at his reproof.  He divideth the sea with his 

power, and by his understanding he smiteth through the proud. 

This is the Kings James Version, and it does no justice to the original language.  In 

Hebrew, verse 12 literally says: (raga) (hai yam) (be cho chov) (u vit vu na tov) Rahab. Which means (to 

disturb) (the sea) (with His power) (and understanding or discernment) (to shatter) a (boasting 

prideful) Rahab.  

earth's own geologic history reveals that God brought destruction to this planet with the 

flood. In the  midst of that devastation, the Creator showed restraint and mercy by leaving earth 

 
18 “The Late Heavy Bombardment Ends,” BBC, 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/science/earth/earth_timeline/late_heavy_bombardment, (2016) 



intact. However God absolutely shattered Rahab because of the egregious sins of its occupants, 

said to be the enemies of God.  Psalm 89:10 says: 

Thou hast broken Rahab in pieces, as one that is slain; thou hast scattered thine enemies with thy 

strong arm. 

Rahab is not simple pride as translated in the King James translation of Job 26:11-12, but 

appears to have been a place from where God scattered His enemies. 

Rahab comes into focus with Isaiah 51:9: 

 Awake, awake, put on strength, O arm of the LORD; awake, as in the ancient days, in the 

generations of old. Art thou not it that hath cut Rahab, and wounded the dragon? 

There are several important points in this verse: 

Ø First – The book of Isaiah was written somewhere between 760 and 700 BC, 

Ø Second – The verse is referring to “as in ancient days” and “generations of old”.  

The word “ancient days” is from the Hebrew qedem ( םֶדֶ֔ק  ), Strongs #6924a, and 

literally means earliest times.  “Generations of old” is our word olam again which 

can mean antiquity, but can also mean ages, or eternity.  Consider that the oldest 

patriarch of Israel, Abraham, lived during the Isin Babylonian Dynasty which was 

in power from 2017 to 1787 BC.  Are we to believe that Isaiah is referring to a 

thousand years in the past as being “ancient days” or ages, or is he speaking of a 

time even before Abraham?  Adam would have been created nearly 3000 years 

before Isaiah was born, so the prophet could have been referring to this timeframe.  

However, there is no account in scripture during either Abraham or Adam’s time 

of a Rahab being “cut”.  Therefore, one can only assume that Isaiah is referring to 



another time.  Since Adam was the beginning of mankind, it must have been a time 

before that. 

Ø Third – The verse says that God “wounded the dragon”.  There is another 

important descriptor for “the dragon” in Revelation 12:9.  It is none other than 

Satan himself. 

It appears that this verse is speaking about an ancient time even before Adam and Eve – a Pre-

Adamic era when God wounded Satan and scattered those that were with him.  If so, where was 

this place called Rahab that was cut, or shattered or, as one version translates Job 26:11, 

“pulverized” by God’s rebuke?  It could be referring to earth during the period when the K-T layer 

was formed, as asteroids rained down on the planet and reduced it to what was probably a pre-

creation state.  However, earth wasn’t shattered or cut to pieces and this terminology denotes total 

destruction.   

As mentioned in Chapter 1, God said in Jeremiah 4:27 that He would not make earth’s 

punishment “a full end”, meaning that He would not totally destroy it.  The references to Rahab 

indicate a “full end”, that it was totally destroyed.  Therefore, it is logical to deduce that Rahab is 

not earth, but somewhere else. 

 But this judgment of the dragon would reach earth because God purposed it as a witness 

to others.  This is the message of Ezekiel 28:18: 

Thou hast defiled thy sanctuaries by the multitude of thine iniquities, by the iniquity of thy 

traffick; therefore will I bring forth a fire from the midst of thee, it shall devour thee, and I will 

bring thee to ashes upon the earth in the sight of all them that behold thee. [Emphasis 

Added] 



What were the ashes that rained down on the earth for all to see?  Perhaps they were the 

fragments of a planet that no longer exists. 

The Southwest Research Institute (SRI) in San Antonio, Texas, has done statistical analysis 

on the likelihood of our solar system only having four large planetary Giants: Jupiter, Saturn, 

Uranus, and Neptune.  Their models indicate that a fifth planet was most likely part of the solar 

system at one time. 19  Could this planet be the source of the iridium in the earth’s K-T layer?  If so, 

then we can surmise that the place God destroyed because of the rebellious dragon and his 

followers was none other than the original fifth planet from the sun – Rahab.   

Just as an expert chess player sacrifices a piece to protect the queen, the solar system may have 

given up a giant planet and spared the earth… 20 

What was this other mysterious lost planet?  

Rahab would have been enormous and big enough to hold ten Earths.  It would have also 

dominated earth’s night sky and probably was visible during the day as well.  The type of 

fragmentation and liquid content in its ruin are indicators that it was a solid, water-bearing planet, 

and probably habitable. 

As previously stated, Rahab meant “boaster, or pride” and was the home of Satan and the 

Fallen Angels and known to be the “stone of fire.”   Remember that the Vimanas were said to 

bring the heavenly beings down to earth.  These interplanetary vehicles surely played a large role in 

the Fallen Angels’ interaction with mankind, and since Rahab was a planet probably able to 

sustain life, people may have been taken up to the planet as well.  In addition, prior to Rahab’s 

 
19 CK Quarterman, “Rahab the Home of Fallen Angels,” http://www.fallenangels-ckquarterman.com/rahab/, 
(October 20, 2011) 
20 “Giant planet ejected from the solar system,” Southwest Research Institute News Online, 
http://www.swri.org/9what/releases/2011/giant-planet.htm, (November 10, 2011). 



destruction the Angels who had left their first estate, clipped-winged-Angels, also used Stargates to 

get off planet and make their home in other parts of the solar system.   

This planet’s destruction was so thorough that the angelic civilization on Mars was also 

destroyed.  The fallout spread across the solar system, including earth, which was bombarded with 

asteroids in an Extinction Level Event.  This barrage not only killed the dinosaurs but also erased 

the angelic Pre-Adamic civilization that existed on this planet. 

Regarding those asteroids and comets, it is highly likely that these space rocks maintained 

part of their unique electromagnetic charge that they once held as part of the whole planet of 

Rahab.  When we see a flare as a result of the Deep Impact Mission mentioned earlier, it should 

not be surprising that the static discharge occurred.  Mike Wall of Space.com wrote an article 

about how asteroids retain a magnetic field.    

The magnetic fields of these big asteroids were apparently generated by the same process that 

drives earth's global magnetic activity, and could have persisted for hundreds of millions of years 

after the objects' formation, researchers said. 21 

Such destruction wrought on Rahab and the solar system should give every twenty-first century 

human pause and cause them to ponder if this kind of terror could be revisited upon this solar 

system and earth in the future.  The answer to that question would be a sorrowful yes.  It happens 

at least once every 3,600 years, according to the Sumerians.  And we are due. 

If you think that such a destruction is not possible, just take a look at Revelation 8:6-11: 

And the seven Angels which had the seven trumpets prepared themselves to sound. 

 
21 Mike Wall, “Magnetic Fields of Asteroids Lasted Hundreds of Millions of Years,” Space.com, 
http://www.space.com/28319-asteroid-magnetic-fields-earth-core.html, (January 21, 2015) 



The first angel sounded, and there followed hail and fire mingled with blood, and they were cast 

upon the Earth: and the third part of trees was burnt up, and all green grass was burnt up. 

And the second angel sounded, and as it were a great mountain burning with fire was cast into 

the sea: and the third part of the sea became blood; 9And the third part of the creatures which 

were in the sea, and had life, died; and the third part of the ships were destroyed. 

And the third angel sounded, and there fell a great star from heaven, burning as it were a lamp, 

and it fell upon the third part of the rivers, and upon the fountains of waters; 11And the name of 

the star is called Wormwood: and the third part of the waters became wormwood; and many men 

died of the waters, because they were made bitter. 

And the fourth angel sounded, and the third part of the sun was smitten, and the third part of the 

moon, and the third part of the stars; so as the third part of them was darkened, and the day 

shone not for a third part of it, and the night likewise. 

And I beheld, and heard an angel flying through the midst of heaven, saying with a loud voice, 

Woe, woe, woe, to the inhabiters of the earth by reason of the other voices of the trumpet of the 

three Angels, which are yet to sound! 

It is at this time that God makes a complete end of earth, but just as he did with the 

recreation that we read about in Genesis 1:2, he recreates earth again but in an amazing way in 

Revelation 21:1-4: 

And I saw a new heaven and a new Earth: for the first heaven and the first earth were passed 

away; and there was no more sea.  And I John saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down 

from God out of heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband.  And I heard a great voice 

out of heaven saying, Behold, the tabernacle of God is with men, and he will dwell with them, 



and they shall be his people, and God himself shall be with them, and be their God.  And God 

shall wipe away all tears from their eyes; and there shall be no more death, neither sorrow, nor 

crying, neither shall there be any more pain: for the former things are passed away. 

However, before the earth can be rebuilt, it will have to be destroyed again.  Scientists say 

this is a distinct possibility despite playing down the potentiality of such an event.  Britain’s 

Express explains: 

The rogue space rock entered our atmosphere and was luckily burnt up, sending shockwaves across 

Mexico where residents feared it was an earthquake or volcanic eruption. 

 

The fireball was so bright, it lit up five different states and shook houses with loud explosions. 

The phenomenon was recorded over the centre of Mexico where it was studied by astronomer Jose 

Ramon Valdes, the coordinator of the National Institute for Astrophysics, Optics and Electronics 

(INAOE). 

A press conference was launched in the wake of the unexpected near miss. 

Mr Valdes explained that the fireball was considered by many to be a meteorite, but because it 

did not impact the planet, but rather passed through the earth's atmosphere, it was technically 

still part of an ancient asteroid…22 

Speaking of the asteroid that entered the atmosphere over Russia, they continue: 

 
22 Jon Austin, “Rogue asteroid that could 'destroy city' entered earth's atmosphere and just missed planet”, 
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The real threat posed by these unknown asteroids became very real in February 2013, when out 

of nowhere a large meteor exploded in the skies above Chelyabinsk in Russia. 

The shockwaves were so powerful it shattered glass on hundreds of buildings in the town, injuring 

1,500 people. 

Miraculously, no one died.23 

Despite assurances to the contrary, if say a rogue planet makes an appearance in our solar 

system, who knows what kind of havic it will bring.  And since there is a biblical narrative that 

specifically states that such an even is not only likely, but inevitable, one has to wonder why NASA 

and other government agencies are trying so hard to dispel concern for such an event.  

Scarred Remains 

In the last chapter we noted how the planet Mars had been knocked off its axis.  To this 

point, David Flynn explains: 

The face on Cydonia, was once on the Martian equator aligned upright to the north, but 

presently is located at 41° north latitude, tilted from upright (north-oriented) by an angle of 22°.  

Some cataclysmic event has occurred since the building of the Cydonia monuments on Mars, 

which destroyed Martian oceans and the atmosphere, and also tilted its axis of rotation. 24 

In addition, there are numerous pockmarks on the surface that indicate a pelting of space 

debris.  Mars also has a tidally locked moon, Phobos, which, like our moon, is smooth on the side 

facing the planet.  However, the space side of Phobos is even more scarred than our own moon 
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and appears to be burnt black, indicating a superheated assault on the satellite.  Taken together, 

these features lead to speculation that a massive series of impacts from space may have suddenly 

and violently ripped away the atmosphere of Mars. 

Because of the constant cloud cover of both Jupiter and Saturn, evidence of impacts on 

those spheres is hidden from view.  However, the sum of the evidence presented here provides 

enough reason to propose that there was at one time a planet residing in the location between 

Mars and Jupiter, and that this planet was suddenly and violently pulverized.  

If this is how Rahab met its fate, could such violence in our solar system or galaxy happen 

again?  Was this a form of God’s judgment?  And if so, why?      

Whatever Was, Will Be 

If you are beginning to sense an uncomfortable pattern of repetition, it is understandable.  

The behavior of those Angels that left their first estate hasn’t changed in thousands of years.  They 

corrupted all flesh, both spiritually and genetically in Genesis 6.  Going further back, Satan in the 

Garden twisted God’s words and talked Adam and Eve into sinning.  Yes, they did have a choice, 

but the Enemy showed just how shrewd he was.   

We can surmise from the Heavy Bombardment Period that his actions and his fellow 

Fallen Angels were up to their old tricks which were so egregious that the Creator decided to wipe 

out their habitats on Rahab and Mars, and most likely on earth.  At least that is the picture that is 

coming into focus as we put this puzzle together. 



Yet, you could be sitting back thinking this is pure conjecture, that we have science and 

history to gain understanding from.  Why reduce ourselves to speculation and fantasy?  If you fall 

into this camp, you would be hazardously wrong.  Why? 

Because if you understand anything about God, you know that He is consistent - the same 

yesterday, today and forever! 

  If, through Solomon, He told us that we would see repeating patterns on this earth – then 

we are seeing repeating patterns.  The difference, of course, is that we live in the 21st century.  We 

are so intelligent and we have technology after all.   

Therein lies the problem – the Fallen Angels had technology and they had the same kind 

of hubris. 

Whatever was, is what will be.  

 


